Activity report 2017

Managing Director’s Statement

In accordance with our strategy we indeed focused on the consolidation of our businesses, and realized only one, rather small,
acquisition in 2017. All businesses have worked on improving their operations and on preparing further evolutions which fast evolving markets demand.
Alcomotive, our car and motorcycle import and distribution business, faced strong headwinds during 2017. All of our brands faced
an unfavorable product line-up, with often uncompetitive CO2 emission levels.
The parallel market also continued to hit our activities, in particular for Hyundai in Switzerland. Nevertheless, our teams achieved
all-time record levels of sales, both in cars and in motorcycles. Profitability did not follow the same path, and will be the focus of the
coming years.
Modis, our automotive retail business in Belux, acquired 100% of Fidenco and appointed Arnaud Dresse as its CEO. In a stable market Modis delivered 2% sales growth, but its profitability was also under pressure after an exceptionally good 2016. Modis continues to work on the efficiency of its operations to boost its recurrent profitability. In 2017, Modis started an important investment
project in Zaventem, allowing to give a more favorable outlook towards the performance of our brands in the Brussels region.
Bihr, our motorcycle parts and accessories distribution business, acquired 100% of Pichard Racing (Switzerland). The business
continued its growth on France, Benelux and Iberia, while pursuing the restructuration of its Nordics activities.
Our diversification business (Group Thys, CBM, Solar Screen, Imexso Orangemarine and Alcopa Auction) became the most important business in terms of profitability. All partnerships delivered (substantial) growth in turnover and profitability.
CBM broke the 100 M€ turnover threshold for the first time, thanks to its strong international organic sales growth and to the acquisition of Tramobus end of 2016; which proved to be a huge success, with sales close to doubling.
Early 2017 Alcopa Auction acquired ANAF Auction, the Lyon-based auction site, and immediately integrated it into its auction sites
platform.
Imexso successfully worked on the diversification of its sourcing and developed its sales across EU, thereby achieving a sales
growth of 13%. With the cost basis under control, this sales growth was translated into increased profitability.
Solar Screen continued the development of the window film sales, and achieved stellar (>100%) sales growth of its emerging decorative film activities.
Group Thys achieved substantial margin growth through the development of its own production lines and focus on upmarket products, such as the ‘steel look’ doors.
Orangemarine, now the undisputed French leader for the e-commerce of boating and boaters parts and accessories, grew its sales
by 25%.

2017 was a year of consolidation for Alcopa,
and the focus was on evolution rather than transformation.

Early 2018, Alcopa is further evolving towards a family holding, investing in strong and independent lines of business and
partnerships. This will allow all teams to focus on their respective targets and thereby deliver with the required agility in order to
meet ever changing customer expectations. This alignment with customer needs will boost profitability in order to generate the
required cash-flows to develop the business and meet shareholders expectations.
Without its employees, our group would not be able to achieve what we see unfolding today. We would therefore like to pay tribute
to all of them, for their dedication to the success of our companies. And we would also like to thank our customers, our shareholders, and our partners for their longstanding and growing trust.

Axel Moorkens

Damien Heymans
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Geographical footprint

Key figures

Alcopa is a family owned company based in Belgium. Today Alcopa employs over 2.000 employees spread in more the
19 countries. It comprises over 150 individual companies which realized a combined turnover of 2.010 Million euros in 2017.
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BE (63%)

CH (10%)

LU (10%)

DE (3%)

ES (1%)

Other (4%)

FR (9%)

The history of Alcopa Group

1930 to 1970

1970 to 2000

2000 to 2010

2010 and beyond

The start

The expansion

The consolidation

The new vision

1938 : Import and distribution of motorcycles

1978 : Import and distribution of Peugeot 2-wheels

2000 : Partnership with Fidenco

2010 : Import of SsangYong

1958 : First European importer for Suzuki 2-wheels

1975 : Import and distribution of Mitsubishi

2001 : Import and distribution of Derbi and Sym

2010 : Partnership with Bihr

1960 : Import, assembly and distribution of BMW

1978 : Import and distribution of Hyundai

2001 : Creation of Autopolis in Luxemburg

2011 : Partnership with Bruyninx

1979 : Import and distribution of Suzuki 4-wheels

2007 : Import and distribution of Piaggio

2012 : Partnership with Groupe Bernard

1980-1990 : Set-up of owned retail networks

2008 : Acquisition of Brevidex

2012 : Start of Alcopa Auction

cars

1980 : Integration of office furniture activities with

2012 : Partnership with CBM

Buromarket
1994 : Start of international expansion
1999 : Partnership with GMAN

2013 : Partnership with Duells
2014 : Partnership with Thys
2014 : Partnership with Vicma
2015 : Sell stake in EOL
2017 : Alcopa Auction acquires ANAF Auction
2017 : Bihr acquires 100% of Pichard Racing 		
2017: Partnership with Benelli motorcycles for 		

distribution in the Benelux and France
2017 : Increase to 100% shareholdership for 		
Fidenco

The origin of the group dates back to 1937 when
Albert Moorkens, with the support of his wife set up a
company producing and distributing motorcycles.

The second generation of the Moorkens
Family played an important role in the
development of the Group.
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Import and
distribution

4 wheels

Alcomotive is the Group’s automotive import division. This LOB (line of business) has been announced late 2016 and was officially established in January 2017. It unites the former Alcadis 4-wheels and Moteo 2-wheels activities.

Alcomotive and its sub-brand Moteo, is the reference in Europe for motorized 2-wheelers. Since 1980, the scope was expanded to France,
Switzerland, Portugal and the Netherlands, where it is still active today. With an extensive portfolio of 6 brands in 6 countries, Moteo distributes
approximately 39.000 motorcycles yearly, through more than 2.000 dealers.

Hyundai is a relatively young brand (1967) from South-Korea, and the 5th

The Hyundai Nexo,
an hydrogen powered car

largest
carbrand in the world. Alongside a strong SUV range with (amongst others) the all new
Kona compact SUV launched in 2017, the new eco-friendly models are progressively developing. Moving forward, Hyundai announced it would launch no less than 31 eco-friendly
models by 2020; first of which the Kona electric, the first fully-electric subcompact SUV on the
European market.

Ever since Suzuki built its first passenger vehicle in 1955, value that exceeds the size of the car has
been the cornerstone of the car manufacturer’s philosophy. In 2017 the most important event for
the brand was the launch of the new Swift. And with the Ignis, the ever-lasting Jimny and the latest
generation Vitara, Suzuki continues to offer models in the popular SUV-segments.

Suzuki remains a strong pillar within the Moteo portfolio, offering a wide range of bikes throughout the most important segments
of the market. In terms of volume, the Taiwanese brand SYM is the most important one, specializing on small and bigger scooters.
Peugeot Scooters & Tomos are also focusing on smaller motorcycles whilst Derbi has a unique position offering small motorcycles with an adult and powerful design.
As from 2018, Alcomotive became exclusive distributor of Benelli, one of the oldest motorcycle brand in the market,
for Benelux and France.

The sport version of the
popular Suzuki Swift

SsangYong Motor is increasing its efforts to develop new designs and technologies.

The nicely designed
Ssangyong Tivoli

By fully capitalizing on its strong SUV product range, SsangYong will be able to strengthen its position
as a competitive SUV maker in technical cooperation with Mahindra & Mahindra, an Indian company
also specializing in SUVs. In 2017, the 4th generation of Rexton was introduced. On the marketing
side, SsangYong created in 2017 the SRX-Cup, a spectacular rally-cross sports-tour across the Benelux
creating lots of media coverage.

The popular
Peugeot Django

The performant
Derbi Senda 125

The « pure spirit» of Benelli,
the BN 302

Key Business Indicators

Isuzu is the oldest Japanese automotive manufacturer (1916). The brand has specialized itself over

the years as pick-up, truck and engine builder. Isuzu launched the D-Max 2017 with a newly developed 1.9 diesel engine. This downsizing is revolutionary within the pick-up scene however it does not
come with any compromises; the new model still has a 3.5-ton towing capacity and new gearboxes to
guarantee smooth power deployment.
The powerful
Isuzu D-Max
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One of last
Sym scooter

In total the division counts about 400 employees over 8 countries, distributes approximately 45.000 cars and
39.000 motorbikes for a total turnover of about 900M €. • The car-import-business is under a lot of pressure in terms of margins, with all brands (even premiums) offering aggressive discounts for the customers. • Invoiced local car units -6% below 2016. • Invoiced two wheels units +6% above previous year mainly thanks to SYM.
• Benelli Benelux + France distribution contract signed in 2017 and effective from January 2018, offering an
outlook on further growth. • In 2017, P&A Business went up with +/- 5%, combined 2WH and 4WH.
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Parts

Building
materials

The Alcopa parts-LOB comprises three businesses, providing parts & accessories for three different markets:
motorcycle, bus and recreational boating

The Alcopa line of business for building materials includes two businesses: Group Thys and Solar Screen.
Both are specialists in their field of expertise.

Bihr is the leading European player in B2B motorcycle spare parts, accessories, tires, rider gear

Group Thys manufactures and distributes interior doors, floorings, and kitchen- room furniture. Based
close to Antwerp with manufacturing space stretching over 60.000 m², its facilities produces over
300.000 doors per year.

and workshop equipment distribution. It offers its clients a “One Stop Shop” with orders delivered
within 24h. The wide assortment includes supplier products (ao “A- brands” such as Arai, Bell,…)
combined with house brands. Bihr is close to the dealers through its extensive sales force visiting 1400
customers per week. Bihr serves its clients in more than 10 countries from three distribution centers
(Bartenheim (FR), Totana (SP) and Stockholm (SE).

Bihr is a major European
player in motorcycle parts

Its production capabilities and strong logistics in combination with its ready-to-install door kits,
make Group Thys a leading player on the Belgian door market.
The Group Thys is also active
in the domain of kitchens

CBM is a European leader in the distribution of spare parts for buses and coaches. Based in

Le Mans, CBM is present in Europe, North America and Australia. With more than 50,000 references
in stock, CBM offers a unique availability of spare parts at the best pricing conditions, through a
customer-driven sales organization and strong logistic capabilities. Currently CBM delivers its products in over 60 countries. CBM initiated a project to build a brand new logistic facility in Le Mans,
which will allow to further boost efficiency.

Over 30 years of experience have made Solar Screen one of Europe’s leading distributors of window films, blinds and wall-decoration applications. The company has offices in Luxembourg, France,
Germany and Italy. In 2017, Solar Screen sold over 3.1 million m² of window films.

CBM is a recognized supplier
for all types of buses

On top, Solar Screen successfully merged its two Luxemburg locations in one brand new building.
This major operational step will allow the company to pursue its growth.
Example of the
Solar Screen product

Based in La Ciotat (France), Orangemarine distributes marine spare parts across Europe via its
online platform offering a stock of more than 12.000 immediately available product references.
Orangemarine also develops and distributes own-brand products relying on a strong knowhow and on
in-house technical development allowing for unparalleled innovation
Orangemarine is the specialist
in the world of yachting

Key Business Indicators
2017 was a tough year for BIHR. Whilst sales were up in all markets, a downfall in the Nordics pulled down the overall sales with
2% compared to 2016. With a new management installed (Alex Gelbcke and Emmanuel Lenaerts appointed CEO and CFO), the
turnaround plan in the Nordics has been initiated. • CBM continues its sales growth trajectory and achieves a growth rate of 12%
in 2017 • Orangemarine sales grew by 25% in 2017, with the gross margin on a positive trend thanks to the increasing share of
own branded products in the sales mix.
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Key Business Indicators
In 2017, Group Thys has been able to concentrate on its core business and market in Belgium. Group Thys maintained its
leadership in the door market. Turnover remained approximately stable in 2017 An increased focus on profitability allowed the
company to improve its gross margin. • Solar Screen’s turnover grew by 28% in 2017, with strong performance in the films
business (+29%) combined with a nearly doubling of its sales of decorative films (+93%). Gross margin increased thanks to
the larger share of decorative films in the product mix, better purchasing conditions and operational efficiency gains.
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Real Estate

Trading

The Alcopa Trading business is fairly young in our portfolio, but clearly has a lot of potential. Thanks to previous acquisitions and new
future plans, the expansion of this LOB is rapidly taking shape.

While Alcopa has been active in the real estate sector since its creation this strategic activity has been developed into a separate LOB
with the purpose of establishing and maintaining a sustainable and profitable portfolio of properties

Alcopa Auction is a leading second-hand car auction company based in France. The company provides its customers and partners
a global, transparent and efficient platform to buy and sell cars.

Today AlcopaimmO is also responsible for managing Alcopa’s real estate portfolio. The commercial and semi-industrial buildings in
its portfolio are currently located in Belgium and France. Some of these properties are used by entities of the Group, other properties
are rented to third parties.

Five physical auction sites located in France and an auction website allowed auctioning over 250 million euro worth of second hand
cars in 2017, making Alcopa Auction the largest physical cars auction player in France and one of the largest players on the French
market overall.

Currently about 70% of the assets are rented out to external tenants, while 30% are occupied by Group entities.

The acquisition of ANAF (Lyon) early 2017 led to an increase of auctioning capacity.

A commissioner in action

One of the biggest projects within AlcopaImmO is the redevelopment of the old Renault plant located in Vilvoorde near Brussels.
Alcovil is redeveloping the existing 200.000m² of industrials buildings into flexible warehouses, workshops, retail and leisure spaces.

The «AlcoVil» project on the old site of «Renault Vilvoorde»

A very large audience for auctions

As the demand for short term lease is growing AlcopaimmO has also developed an expertise in flexible and short term letting.
All projects are realized in compliance with the local regulations and do take into account the environmental sensivity to make
sustainable properties.

Key Business Indicators
Alcopa Auction sales grew by 28% in 2017. • The company auctioned 63.000 cars. • Alcopa Auction’s management is preparing the enlargement of the Beauvais site, creating the largest European auctioning site.
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Key Business Indicators
New rental contracts and lease agreements led to a record year. • Vacancy rate stable at 4.71%. • In 2017, new properties (car
retail) were acquired in Mechelen, Berchem and Zaventem.
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Retail

(Moorkens Distribution) Modis covers the automotive retail activities of the Group in Belgium and Luxembourg.
Through majority stakes in regional retail groups, Modis strives to be a leading, profitable, independent multi-brand automotive retail group in the Benelux. In 2017, Modis sold more than 25.000 new cars of 20 brands in Belux through 29 dealerships.
The portfolio of Modis in Belgium and Luxembourg includes participations in Fidenco, GMAN, Autopolis and Group Bruyninx.
Fidenco is a long-standing partnership between the Denayer family and Alcopa. It has become in a few years of rapid expansion the
leading Ford dealer in Belgium, serving mainly the Antwerp-Mechelen-Leuven markets.
It also includes flourishing Volvo franchises and has made a successful start with the Hyundai and Jaguar-Land Rover brands.

Imexso is a leading Belgian actor in the sale of nearly new cars. Through its vast sourcing network, purchasing capability, and cost
leadership, it is able to offer its customers unparalleled price and service conditions.
With its 2.000 cars on stock for professionals and agents on the European market, Imexso always guarantees the best deal for its
customers. In order to offer the best experience, Imexso takes care of its own PDI process and transport solutions.

In 2017, Modis acquired the remaining shares from the Denayer family, making Fidenco a fully owned subsidiary of Modis.
Alcopa has been developing the GMAN group for more than 15 years. Today GMAN is one of the leading Opel dealers
in Belgium, rooted in Antwerp. In 2015 Modis acquired the remaining shares from the Gaspar family.
Autopolis is a unique automotive retail concept in Europe, selling and servicing more than 10 different brands in a unique and impressive facility in the outskirts of the city of Luxembourg. Alcopa is 100% owner of this group.
Driven by its entrepreneurial spirit, the Bruyninx family has successfully expanded their retail business to a leading position in Limburg
distributing a total of 9 brands. In 2015, Modis acquired the remaining shares from the Bruyninx family.

Imexso offers a very wide range of vehicles in stock

Modis is active in the distribution and maintenance of vehicles

Key Business Indicators
Arnaud Dresse appointed new CEO for Modis end of 2017. • Modis invoiced 24.269 new cars in 2017 (+2,1%).
• Modis acquired the remaining 40% stake in Fidenco, becoming sole owner. • Autopolis in Luxemburg signs for the biggest
growth (+9%).
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Key Business Indicators
Based in Lembeek, Imexso is a leading independent actor in Belgium and northern France in new and used car sales, with over
14.000 cars sold in 2017. Imexso had a strong year with turnover growing by 13%.
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The heart of Alcopa

The values of the Alcopa Group

The heart of Alcopa

Our values

Human capital is key in our organization and we always strive to boost the personal development of each individual.
The Heart of Alcopa embodies the team spirit and the constant fostering of relationships between Alcopa employees.

Entrepreneurship

Performance

Respect

Entrepreneurship is in Alcopa’s DNA.
It determines its decentralized mode
of operation, the spirit of men and women who work there and its culture of
development.

Performance is key to Alcopa’s development and goes hand in hand with
ambitious targets in order to secure
growth, develop pride within managers and satisfaction with shareholders.

Respect is a major component of the
human dimension of our family group.
It contributes in building long-lasting
relationships with our clients,
suppliers, partners and shareholders.

We understand our clients and markets and consequently adapt. We
are free to explore opportunities within calculated risks. We encourage
proactive communication, cooperation
and sharing of best practices.

We regularly measure and assess
individual performance and recognize
strong achievements. We excel in
technical knowledge, we are credible
partners for our clients and suppliers.
We empower and we take individual
accountability for the successful
delivery of our objectives.

Showing mutual respect is also
the prerequisite for working better
together. We are loyal towards our
colleagues and the company. Also,
we are aware of our environmental
footprint and consequently act upon.

That is why we constantly try to bring people together, like for example in our Resto ’37 at Kontich headquarters where our staff can
enjoy a healthy lunch and talk to colleagues from different departments and divisions.

Several initiatives aim to keep the heart fit, connected and generous. That is why The Heart of Alcopa also supports charities.
Last year, we donated a substantial amount to the Demoucelle Parkinson Charity. But our employees can also make suggestions
towards close by charities.

Code of ethics
Doing what is right, for yourselve and for the company. That is what our Code of Ethics is about. The Code defines how employees, contractors and others acting on behalf of Alcopa and it subs should conduct themselves as ambassadors of Alcopa and its
subsidiaries. It addresses our responsibilities to the Group, to each other, to customers, suppliers and consumers. After all, we’re all
accountable for our actions.

Keep the heart

healthy

Keep the heart

ﬁt
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Keep the heart

connected
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The governance in the Alcopa Group

Governance
Alcopa complies with the corporate governance obligations of the Belgian Companies Code and puts great emphasis on applying a
governance structure that is clear, transparent, dedicated to its subsidiaries and that supports the management teams.

Joachim Wauters - Caroline Wauters - Philippe Moorkens - Pénélope Moorkens
Frédéric Heymans - Olivier Heymans - Axel Moorkens

This governance structure is at group level articulated around 2 main pillars: the Board of Directors, made of 3 family members and
presided by Chairman Hugues Delpire, independent and external, and the representation of the family shareholding (the «CAF»)
made of 7 representatives, elected by the family shareholders’ assembly.
The main goal of the CAF is to safeguard the company values, to handle shareholder issues, to forward messages to the
Alcopa Board of Directors, to prepare for the future by promoting the training of shareholders, to formulate nomination proposals of
Administrators for the General Assembly.

The Alcopa Activity Report 2017 has been composed by the Alcopa Corporate Communications department.

Responsible Editor : William Meerschaut
Alcopa Headquarters : Pierstraat 231, 2550 Kontich Belgium (+32 3 450 06 11)
Philippe Moorkens – Damien Heymans – Hugues Delpire – Axel Moorkens

Corporate inquiries : William Meerschaut Head of Corporate Communications, Alcopa.corporate.communications@alcopa.com
General inquiries : info@alcopa.com
Design and production : www.blue-e-motion.be
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